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Chapter 1 Introduction of Tin Whiskers
As a result of the global lead (Pb)-free movement, mainly driven by
government legislations and market forces [29], pure tin (Sn) and high tin Pb-free
alloys have been widely adopted as the materials of terminal finishes. Electronic part
manufacturers who fail to meet this requirement may be excluded from not only
European but also the other global markets. A major drawback of using lead-free tin
finishes is tin whisker formation. This chapter provides the background of tin
whiskers.

1.1

A Brief Description of Lead-free Movement
Electrical and electronic products and components are considered lead-free if

they are assembled without the intentional use of lead in the raw materials or the
manufacturing process [29]. JEDEC [35] defined “lead-free” devices as “solid-state
devices that contain no more than 0.2% by weight of elemental lead”. iNEMI [48]
proposed a “lead-free” product as having “no lead intentionally added, and joints that
have less than 0.2% lead by weight”.
The basic goal of lead-free electronics is to eliminate lead from products and
processes such that a known toxin can be kept from the waste stream. Various social
and environmental elements have been contributed to push lead-free movement.
Among those elements, government legislations and market forces [29] are the two
main driving forces.
Current regulations regarding usage of lead in electronics are varied in scopes
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and purposes [29]. Europe and Japan are the two pioneers in leading take-back
legislation for various electronic and electrical products. The European Union (EU)
has enacted legislations that would ban lead in electronics manufacturing from June
2006. In the United States, though there is no a legislation banning usage of lead, a
change has occurred to catch the global lead-free movement.
With the growth of lead-free products, electronic parts manufacturers who fail
to meet this movement may be excluded from not only European but also the other
global markets. More and more electronics part providers have converted to lead-free
products to replace lead-based products.
As a result of the lead-free movement, pure tin and high tin lead-free alloys
are widely adopted by the electronics industry as a lead-free option, due mainly to
their low cost, corrosion resistance and compatibility with lead-contained and
lead-free solders. However, this change has prompted a reliability concern due to
formation of conductive tin whiskers forming in pure tin and high tin Pb-free alloy
finished surfaces.

1.2

Attributions of Tin Whiskers
A tin whisker is a tin crystal growing spontaneously from finished metal

surfaces [6][7][16]. Whiskers are identified as long whiskers and short nodules. It
should be noted that whiskers discussed in this dissertation are only needle-like
whiskers but do not include nodules since nodules are short in length and pose much
less risk than needle-like whiskers. Except tin, whiskers may grow in various types of
metal surfaces, such as tin, zinc, cadmium, and antimony [59]. Metal whiskers usually
2

have some joint characteristics.
Whiskers can be straight, kinked, hooked or forked and lumpy [36]. Figure 1.1
illustrates the images of kinked and forked whisker, as an example. Solid, hollow, or
perforated growth was also observed [56]. The outer surfaces of whiskers are often
striated longitudinally.

Figure 1.1 Image of a kinked whisker
Before intrusion from the metal finished surfaces, there exists an incubation
period for whiskers. Experimental reports show that incubation period varies
significantly days to years before whiskers appear [44], which may be associated with
the change in compressive stress within the finish layer. This attribution is a concern
because the observation period of the experiments designed to test the whiskering
propensity for a particular process should be beyond the incubation periods in order to
approach the reality. Variation in incubation period also make it difficult to predict
whisker growth since it is impractical to calculate and estimate the incubation period.
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Growth rate of tin whiskers can be up to 9 mm/year [8]. The rate of growth is
not necessarily linear and a whisker may cease growth upon reaching certain length.
Various factors, such as substrate materials, grain structure, plating chemistry, and
plating thickness may influence growth rate.
Tin whisker length depends on growth rate and sustained periods of growth.
Typically, fully developed whiskers are 500 µm in length and 0.3-10 µm in diameter.
The longest whisker ever reported was 10mm [16].
Whisker density has been found to vary significantly for different application.
The largest density ever reported is up to 104/cm2. But there exists variation in
measuring whisker density. The variation is mainly caused by inconsistent definitions,
such as the counting criteria and methods.
Typically current carrying capacity of a tin whisker is 10~32 mA, depending
on the diameter of the whisker and the atmospheric environment [13]. The diameter
affects the electrical resistance of a whisker and atmospheric environment determines
heat removing from the whisker [7]. This is the reason that whiskers usually have a
lower current capacity in vacuums and low-pressure conditions than in air.
A whisker is much significantly stronger in the axial direction than in the
radial direction due to its crystal structure which makes the shear strength along the
radial direction relatively low [18]. Whiskers can be broken under mechanical loading,
such as vibration, shock and mechanical handling. However, experiments have
demonstrated contradictory results. For example, Stupian’s study [59] showed that
whiskers could not be broken by mechanical shock or vibration because whiskers are
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capable of withstanding elastic strains 100 times of bulk tin. However, no study has
been conducted to measure whisker strength quantitatively.

1.3

Whisker Formation and Growth Mechanisms
Though study research on the issue of metal whiskers has been conducted for

more than half a century, there is no a globally accepted model to describe whisker
growth. Several models have been proposed for the mechanisms of whisker growth,
such as dislocation model [21][41] and recrystallization model [1] [4][20].
Nevertheless, compressive stresses have been considered the driving forces for
whisker formation and metal whiskering is identified as a form of energy release
[37][66].
Dislocation model [21][41] states that a dislocation loop expands by climb.
The dislocation loops glide to the surface of a whisker and deposit Sn atoms. Though
the detail of the dislocation models proposed by different researchers were different,
dislocation loops have been considered the driving vehicle to carry Sn atoms to grow
whiskers.
Recrystallization-based model [1] [4][20] postulates that: (1) shear strain is
introduced by plastic deformation and is stored in the metal in the form of dislocations
(lattice defects); and (2) recrystallization can occur due to the low recrystallization
temperature of tin. Whisker formation is considered as a nucleation and growth
phenomenon, in which the energy released by whisker growth is greater than that
required for creating additional surface area.
Various factors appear to contribute to compressive stress, including formation
5

of intermetallics (IMC) between the interface of plating and substrate, presence of
residual stresses within substrate and plating, mechanical loading, surface damage,
and mismatches in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of plating and substrate or
under-layer [38].

SnOx
Sn

Cu

Whiskers
Compressive stress

SnOx
Sn
CuSnx
Cu

Figure 1.2 Atom diffusion and whisker growth for Sn plated over Cu [17]
Compressive stress can be generated by intermetallics formed in the interface
of tin plating and the substrate materials [37], such as copper and brass. In the case of
tin plated over copper leadframe, copper atoms diffuse into the adjacent the tin plating
while very few tin atoms diffuse into the copper substrate, creating intermetallics of
Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn as illustrated in Figure 1.2. The densities of copper, tin and Cu6Sn5
are 8.96, 7.30 and 8.26g/cm3, respectively. This causes slight reduction of the total
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volume of the system after the IMC formation.
The IMC formation itself will not lead to compressive stresses in the tin
deposit if the intermetallic compound layer forms flatly [37]. However, the diffusion
is not distributed evenly throughout the interface of the coating and the substrate, and
is dominated in the tin grain boundaries [65]. Consequently, the Cu6Sn5 layer is not
flat and penetrates into tin grain boundaries; and thus results in compressive stresses.
Figure 1.3 shows the average thickness of intermetallic compound between the plating
and the substrate at 24ºC and 50ºC for both pure tin and two tin-lead plating
compositions. Also IMC growth will alter the lattice spacing, compress the remaining
tin layer, and apply tension on the substrate [17].

Pure Sn at 50 degC

100
(micron)

Intermetallic thickness

120

80

Sn40Pb at 50 degC

60
Sn10Pb at 50 degC
Pure Sn at 24 degC

40

END

20

Sn10Pb at 24 degC

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

√Time (day)

Figure 1.3 Average intermetallic thickness for tin, Sn-40Pb,
and Sn-10Pb plating at 24 ºC and 50 ºC [20]
Compressive stresses caused by IMC increase with time since atom diffusion
keeps continuing for. But tin oxide, formed in the tin surface, prevents the stress from
7

being released. Whiskers will grow, as a way of energy and stress release, when the
compressive stress becomes high enough to break through the defects in the oxide
layer.
The residual stresses are influenced by the parameters in the plating chemistry
and process, such as impurities, grain size, plating thickness, and current density.
Electro-deposited finishes are considered more susceptible for whiskering because
higher current densities have been observed to produce higher residual stresses.
Mechanical loading, introduced by mechanical bending in lead formation
process, or turning a nut or screw, can create localized stress. High compressive
pressure from bolts or screws has been shown to produce whiskers in tin deposits [13].
Damages of the finish surface, such as scratches and nicks, can also create stress and
may function as a nucleation point for whisker formation as showed in Figure 1.4.

Whiskers/nodules

Scrache

Figure 1.4 Whiskers grown along scratches on bright tin plated copper
Differences in coefficient of thermal expansion between the substrate or the
8

under-layer and the tin finish can cause stress at the interface. This is the reason that
usage of Ni layer is effective in retarding whisker growth but cannot eliminate tin
whiskering – Ni under-layer can significantly reduce formation of IMC, but cannot
reduce mismatch of CTE among the different layers. There is a significant difference
between the stresses caused by IMC and CTE – under isothermal conditions, IMC
formation is the dominant source for generating internal stress; whereas under thermal
cycling conditions, CTE is the dominant source [66].
Whisker growth is the result of the complex interaction among the various
factors. Each factor discussed above may contribute to compressive stress formation.
The dominant whiskering factor(s) varies for different applications, such as different
plating processes, plating and substrate materials and environmental conditions.

1.4

Effects of Environmental Factors on Whisker Growth
It is still uncertain regarding the effects of environmental factors on whisker

formation. The environmental factors include temperature, barometric pressure,
humidity, thermal cycling and electric field. Experimental results have shown
somewhat contradictory conclusions on the effects of environmental factors [42].
Elevated temperature increases diffusion and formation of intermetallics, but
also relieve internal stresses. It appears that the optimal temperature for whisker
growth is 50 ºC [8]. The temperature range that whiskers have been observed to grow
is -40 to 150 ºC [8][43].
Barometric pressure appears to have little effect on whisker growth. Whiskers
can grow in both atmospheric pressure and low pressure or vacuum conditions [8][43].
9

The fact that whiskers can develop in low pressure or vacuum conditions shows that
oxidation is not a requirement for whiskering.
Experiments have demonstrated the contradictory results on the effect of
humidity on whisker formation. For example, some experimental results showed
increased whisker growth in high humidity (85~95 %RH) environment, but others
showed no or little effect [8][43].
Similar to humidity, thermal cycling has shown contradictory effect on
whisker growth in the experiments. Some experiments have shown high whisker
growth rate in cycling -40 to 85 ºC [49], but others showed no any effect [7][8].
Whiskers can grow without applied electric field. However, electric field can
create electrostatic attraction between whiskers and other conductors. This may
increase the likelihood of whisker induced bridging shorts [67].

1.5

Mitigation Strategies
Though tin whiskers clearly present reliability problem, no accepted model

and accelerated factors available to describe and predict whisker growth.
Nevertheless, the electronics industry is currently facing the issue of how to retard
whisker growth on the electronic products in a practical way. Various mitigation
strategies thus have been proposed and applied by the electronic part manufacturers or
customers to reduce tin whiskering. Below is a list of proposed mitigation strategies
discussed in [45] and [50].
•

Avoid pure tin plating

•

Apply solder dipping
10

•

Select matte or low-stress tin as the finish material

•

Use underlayer

•

Vary thickness of tin plating

•

Avoid applying compressive loads on plated surfaces

•

Apply heat treatments

•

Apply conformal coating

•

Strip and replate
The safest strategy to prevent tin whisker formation is to avoid using pure tin

and high tin alloy as the plating material for any electronic components. Utilizations of
procurement specifications with clear restrictions against the use of pure tin plating
are highly recommended. For example, most of the commonly used military
specifications currently have prohibitions against pure tin plating. Studies have shown
that alloying tin with at least a second metal can reduce the propensity for whisker
growth. However, experimental results have showed whisker growth from tin-lead
alloys plated surfaces. Fortunately, the observed whiskers were much smaller than
those from pure tin plated surfaces and may not pose a significant failure risk.
Solder dipping is an alternative mitigation strategy. However, solder dipping
may cause damages to the components, such as package cracking or loss of
hermeticity, due to thermal shock, popcorning of plastic packages, solder bridging
between leads on fine pitch packages, and electrostatic discharge. Solder dipping may
have limited success, depending on the specific process to coat the entire exposed tin
plated lead surface. In order to reduce the potential risk from thermal shock to the
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package, a stand-off distance to the package body is required in solder dipping. This
stand-off area can be the portion where whiskers grow.
All types of pure tin finishes have the potential for whiskering. But bright
electroplated tin finishes have been found to generate the highest density and longer
whisker growth compared to matte tin finishes [6] and this is the reason that matte tin
is recommended to be used instead of bright tin.
A thin layer of nickel over the copper substrate can significantly reduce
diffusion of copper into pure tin finish. The benefit is that less IMC will form and less
stress will be generated by IMC. However, Ni underlayer cannot eliminate whiskering
due mainly to the fact that Ni underlayer cannot reduce the mismatch of CTE between
the substrate or the underlayer and the tin finish [66].
Thickness of tin plating is also affect tin whisker growth. Glazunova [31]
reported that whiskers did not grown on very thin (~0.5µm) tin plating while much
higher whisker density and growth rate were found on thick (2~5µm) plating. Though
very thin tin plating retards whisker growth, in reality very thin tin plating is not
applied because tin plating with very thin thickness has poor corrosion resistance and
solderability. Thick tin plating is required for real products. iNEMI recommended tin
thickness for components without nickel or silver underlayer should be 10 µm
nominal (at least 8 µm) or thicker in their interim recommendation [47].
Mechanical loading can create localized stress and thus cause whisker growth.
Avoiding mechanical loading, such as mechanical bending, turning a nut or screw, is
an effective way to reduce tin whiskering.
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Heat treatments, including reflow, fusing and annealing, are promising method
to prevent whisker growth. It is hypothesized that the high temperature involved in
heat treatment relieves the internal stresses and increases grain size. It is
recommended that heat treatment should be conducted in inert atmosphere and cooled
slowly to avoid stresses reloading. Some experimental results show that heat
treatment appears to reduce whisker density, but some demonstrate heat treatment is
not an effective mitigation method [8] [32].
Conformal coats can suppress whisker growth, contain whiskers growing
within the coat, and prevent whiskers from shorting exposed conductors. The
effectiveness of a conformal coating depends partially on the coating material and the
thickness of the coating. Conformal coating should be selected by considering various
properties, such as CTE, modulus, adhesion strength, material toughness, and
reworkability of coated assemblies to properly lessen the tin whisker risks. NASA
Goddard experiments indicated that Uralane-5750 conformal coating can reduce
whisker growth rate [39]. The results showed that a few whiskers penetrated through a
0.25 mil thick Uranlane-5750 coat after 2.5 years of room ambient storage; but no
whiskers grew through the one mil thick coating until 3 years.
Stripping and replating are alternative methods to reduce whisker growth in
the whisker prone areas. Pure tin plating is stripped and a suitable alternative plating,
such as tin-lead or nickel is replated. Typically, leads on a package were replated with
tin based alloys containing at least 3% of lead [44]. But the reliability of the original
products can be negatively affected by the stripping and replate processes.
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It should be noted that the strategies may not eliminate whisker growth
completely; but can somehow decrease whisker growth, depending on the specific
electronic parts and application. In addition, the trade off among reliability
requirement, product and mitigation cost, and the controllability and effectiveness of
the mitigation strategies, need to be considered.

1.6

History Research on Tin Whiskers
Metal whiskering phenomenon is not a new subject though selection of pure

tin and high tin lead-free alloy as a terminal finish alternative has resulted in the
renewed reliability concern regarding conductive tin whiskers formation. More than
half a century ago, observations and research on whiskers were conducted due to
various failures caused by cadmium whiskers. Following is a brief description of the
milestone work in the tin whisker research history.
Metallic whiskers caught research interest after the cadmium whiskers were
found to grow in the electroplated surface of the electronic components and caused
bridging shorts. The first observation and research on cadmium whiskers was
conducted by Cobb in 1946 [10].
A series of studies on metal whisker formation were initiated by Bell
Laboratories in 1951 after cadmium whiskers were identified as the root cause of the
failures of the channel filters [11]. It was found that whiskers grow not only on
cadmium coating, but also on zinc and tin coating.
Tin whiskers became the research focus after tin and high tin alloys were used
popularly as plating materials due to their low contact resistance, corrosion resistance,
14

and solderability. Several whisker growth models were proposed.
The first dislocation model for tin whisker growth was proposed by Peach [52]
in 1952. Atom migration of tin through a screw dislocation at the center of the
whisker was suggested by Peach as the reason of whisker growth. Peach concluded
that the atoms were deposited at the tip of whiskers after the migration. However,
testing results demonstrated that whiskers grew from the base but not from the tip.
Eshelby [21] and Frank [25] independently proposed the diffusion-limited
model which suggested whiskers formed from the dislocations at the whisker base.
The Eshelby’s model suggested the Frank-Read dislocation sources were the reason
for whisker formation. The Frank’s model stated that the rotating edge dislocation
pinned to a screw dislocation and stayed in the same plane after each revolution. A
layer of the atoms was deposited to the whisker base for each revolution [25].
Compressive stresses were identified for the first time as the driving force for
whisker growth by Fish, Darken and Carroll [26] at US Steel in 1954.
Another dislocation model was proposed by Franks [27] based on the data
from tin on steel substrate in 1958. Franks suggested that dislocations induced by
whisker were pinned due to the lattice faults and would function as a dislocation
source under stresses. The pinned dislocations could move by gliding to grow
whiskers. Franks’ model met three propositions of Fisher’s theory [26].
Mitigation strategies were first discussed by Arnold [1] at Bell Laboratorie.
Arnold suggested that alloying tin plating with lead [2], fused and hot-dipped tin [3]
were the effective mitigation strategies. Low ambient temperature and low relative
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humidity were recommended to reduce tin whiskers. In addition, Arnold commented
that electric and magnetic fields posed no acceleration effect on whisker formation.
Recrystallization was first explained as a model for whisker formation by Ellis,
Gibbons and Treuting at Bell Laboratories in 1958 [20]. This proposal was inferred
from the experimental data, but not based on direct metallurgical evidences.
Glazunova and Kudryavtsev [31] also considered tin whisker growth a form of
recrystallization of tin plating in 1963.
Bi-metallic films of copper-tin vacuum-deposited over fused quartz substrates
were investigated by Tu [60] at University of California (LA) in 1973. Stress induced
by the intermetallics of Cu6Sn5 was first considered a key factor of whisker formation.
A two-stage dislocation model for the tin, cadmium, and zinc whiskers was
proposed by Lindborg [41] in 1976. Grain boundary and dislocation-pipe diffusion
were considered a factor for the high whisker growth rate in the first stage, which was
a dislocation loop-expansion stage based on dislocation climb and vacancy diffusion.
In the second stage, dislocations were created by a source and glided toward the
surface of the whisker, and deposited a layer of tin atoms at the whisker grain surface.
A new concept of whisker formation, cracked oxide theory, was proposed by
Tu [61] in 1994. A weak point and/or a crack of oxide layer enabled a localized relief
of internal stresses by whisker growth protruding through this weak point. Whisker
growth rate was calculated based on various whisker characteristics, including stress
level in the film, temperature, whisker spacing.
Direct measurement of residual stresses in tin plating was conducted by Lee
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and Lee [37] at Seoul University in 1998. The major findings included: (1) initial
stress for as-deposited plating was tensile (11MPa) but decreased to zero quickly, and
thereafter increased to a compressive stress (-8MPa); (2) annealed samples;
(immediately after deposition, at 150ºC) had zero stress and remained stable over time;
(3) no significant increase in grain size after heat treatment was observed; and (4) the
tin grains, from which whiskers grew, were always oriented differently from the major
grain orientation in the coating.
Plating tin electroplated over copper with nickel underlyer was investigated by
Xu [65] at Lucent in 2001. Compressive stresses was found to create over time for tin
plated on copper substrates. Focused Ion Beam (FIB) analysis was first applied for tin
whisker study. The results showed that the roots of whisker grains were connected to
tin-copper intermetallics.
An Eyring accelerated model was used by Okada [49] to estimate lifetime
cycle when a whisker reached 50 µm given the upper temperature was 85 °C in 2003.
The experiments also showed that if the upper side temperature of thermal cycling
was fixed at 85 °C, whisker growth was more accelerated when the lower side was
lower.
An algorithm to assess tin whisker risk was proposed by Pinsky [53] [54] [55]
at Raytheon in 2004. A whisker risk level 1-5 classification standard was proposed to
correlate the potential risk to the mitigation for tin and zinc whisker issue. The
algorithm was created to evaluate tin whisker risk to reflect the mitigating affects of
conformal coat usage, along with a list of required application specific risk
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assessment threshold values for each whisker mitigation level was provided.
The distinct from any previously reported whisker growth on either pure tin or
other tin-based alloy electrodeposits was reported by Chen and Wilcox [9] at Institute
of Polymer Technology and Materials Engineering, Loughborough University. The
incubation period was only a few hours, followed by a spectacularly rapid and profuse
growth. It was found that the tin-manganese electrodeposits were in a tensile residual
stress state during the whole period of whisker growth. This was a challenge to the
commonly accepted explanation that the driving force for tin whisker growth is
compressive stress.
In summary, tin whisker research has achieved substantially in the past half a
century though the growth mechanisms are still not well understood. Compressive
stresses are widely considered the driving forces for whisker growth.
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Chapter 2 Problem Statement, Dissertation Objectives and Scope
In this section, tin whisker risk and the field failures are briefly reviewed. The
current efforts to evaluate the risk posed by tin whiskers are introduced and discussed.
The motivation, the objective and scope of this work are presented.

2.1

Overview of the Risks Associated with Tin Whiskers
Whiskers can cause failures of electronic products. The potential risks posed

by tin whiskers are identified into three categories – bridging short, metal vapor
arcing and plasma, and debris or contamination [7][50]. Following discussions are
based on the two references.
Conductive tin whiskers can create electrical shorts by bridging the adjacent
conductors in two ways. The first way of bridging occurs if a whisker reaches to the
adjacent conductors from the conductor on which it develops. Another way of
bridging is related to broken free whiskers. The whole or a part of a whisker can break
off from its original growth sites under external loading, such as mechanical handling
and vibration. Broken whiskers can float with airflow since they are tiny and light,
and may drop into other sites and bridge adjacent exposed conductors. Shorts caused
by whiskers can be permanent or transient, depending on the current capacity of the
whiskers and the applied current. A transient short may occur if the current exceeds the
fusing current of the whisker. Otherwise, a permanent short occurs.
A catastrophic failure may occur if a whisker fuses open with a current of
more than a few amps and a supply voltage over 12 volts in a vacuum or low-pressure
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environment. The vaporized tin may initiate plasma, which can conduct over 200
amps of current and may continue until all the available exposed tin is consumed or the
supply current is interrupted.
Broken whiskers can potentially be a source of debris and contamination. They
may interfere with the smooth operation of micro-electro-mechanical structures
(MEMS) or contaminate optical surfaces.

2.2

Field Failures Caused by Whiskers
Reports from the electronics industry have shown numerous electronic field

failures associated with tin whiskers, which have resulted in millions of dollars loss
[7][51]. Below are several case studies on field failures caused by tin whiskers.

Figure 2.1 Bridging failure caused by tin whiskers [46] (Courtesy of the NASA
Electronic Parts and Packaging Program)
The component shown in Figure 2.1 was a crystal oscillator package which
had two lead-wires with bright tin finished over the nickel underlayer [46]. The two
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lead-wires was exposed to tin-lead hot solder dipping within 1.27 mm to the package
to improve solderability before being mounted on the printed wiring board (PWB). A
loss of oscillator output was found approximately one year after the oscillator had
been installed. Failure analysis demonstrated that tin whiskers had grown on the
portion of the lead-wires which were not covered with tin-lead solder during the
assembly process. The whisker, which bridged the lead wire and the case, was 1.5 mm
in length. It can be seen that the uncovered portions from solder dipping are potential
risk areas where tin whiskers can grow.

Figure 2.2 Arcing failure caused by tin whiskers [14] (Courtesy of G. Davy,
Northrop Grumman Electronic Systems)
Figure 2.2 illustrates a failure of a type of relay used on the military airplanes
for about fourteen years [14]. Through the hole in the case, one may observe a coating
of soot on all surfaces, melted parts at the end of each terminal stud, and the edge of
the iron armature, which was bright tin-plated. Possible root causes resulted in the
failure of the relay, which initiated the current surge to the ground, could be wearout,
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loose particles, or metal vapor arcing.
After several steps of failure analysis, it was concluded that it were the tin
whiskers which initiated the current surge to the ground. Many whiskers were found,
as illustrated in Figure 2.3, to grow on the armature and the longest one was 2.5 mm
in length. But the spacing between the armatures and the terminal studs was 1.8mm. A
self-sustaining arcing occurred when a whisker bridged between the terminal stud and
the armature and melted open for this case [14].

Figure 2.3 Whiskers on the Armature [14] (Courtesy of G. Davy,
Northrop Grumman Electronic Systems)
Figure 2.4 shows a case that an optical instrument was interfered with a tin
whisker. The whisker might be considered mistakenly a scratch on the sample. This
could result in an incorrect analysis result.
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Figure 2.4 Contaminations on optics caused by whiskers [46] (Courtesy of
the NASA Electronic Parts and Packaging Program)

2.3

Previous Efforts to Quantify Bridging Risks Associated with Tin Whiskers
Previous approaches to assess tin whisker risk include the risk assessment

algorithm developed by Pinsky [53][55] at Raytheon and the reliability approach
model by Okada et al [49] at Murata Manufacturing Corporation, Ltd.
2.3.1

Pinsky’s risk assessment algorithm [53]
Pinsky developed an algorithm to assess the bridging risk caused by tin

whiskers between adjacent conductors. The bridging risk was defined as “overall
mechanical risk” in Pinsky’s paper, which was the product of the probability that
whiskers grow and the probability of these whiskers bridging between conductors.
The factors that affect whisker growth relate to the properties of the plating and the
substrate onto which pure tin is plated, while the factors that affect the bridging risk
relate to the geometry of the assembly and the presence or absence of insulating
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coatings on the conductors.
The output of the algorithm was a numerical index of relative risk of whisker
bridging and the numerical index was reported on a log-10 scale. Scaling factors have
been selected so that the range of the numerical factor was between zero and 10.
Higher output numbers indicated higher degrees of risk. The overall mechanical risk
was expressed as:

Rtotal = K + log10 ( R geom ⋅ Rgrowth )

(2.1)

where Rtotal, Rgeom, Rgrowth and K were the overall mechanical risk, total geometric risk
factor, overall whisker growth risk factor and scaling constant respectively.
For geometric risk factor, there were four independent driving mechanisms of
concern, including 1) stress induced during initial tin deposition; 2) stress developed
in the tin as a result of inter-diffusion with the material below during time/temperature
exposure; 3) stress developed over time due to differential CTE between the tin and
the controlling substrate; and 4) stress induced as a result of externally applied forces.
Therefore, total geometric risk factor could be calculated by:
R growth = Ri + Rd + Rcte + Rex

(2.2)

where Ri, Rd, Rcte and Rex were initial stress risk factor, diffusion stress risk factor,
CTE stress risk factor and external risk factor, respectively.
There were two ways for whiskers bridging adjacent conductors. The first way
was by growing from one conductor and reaching across to a conductor adjacent to
the tin-plated conductor, which was called “direct bridging”. The second one was for
a whisker to from and then break off from its growth site, and then later form a bridge
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between two other conductors elsewhere, which was called “secondary bridging”.
Total geometric risk factor then could be expressed by:
R geom = Rgd + Rgs

(2.3)

where Rgd and Rgs geometric risk factor for bridging from site of whisker growth,
geometric risk factor for dislodged whiskers.
By combining the above three equations, the overall mechanical risk could be
described as:
Rtotal = K + log10 [( Rgd + Rgs ) ⋅ ( Ri + Rd + Rcte + Rex )]

(2.4)

Each of the six Rx values in equation 2.4 was calculated based upon attributes
of the application.
Rgp = f {r1, r8}
Rgs = g {r10, r11, r12}
Ri = h {r2, r3, r4, r7}
Rd = l {r2, r5, r7}
Rcte = m {r2, r6}
Rex = n {r2, r9}

where f, g, h, l, m and n are functions which were simple products of applications.
These functions could be redefined later if data indicates a different type of
relationship applies. The meaning of the functions were shown as below:
r1 = f1(conductor spacing)
r2 = f2(Pb content in plating)
r3 = f3(Sn deposition process)
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r4 = f4(Sn deposit thickness)
r5 = f5(composition of material directly beneath Sn deposit)
r6 = f6(substrate controlling the CTE imposed on Sn deposit)
r7 = f7(reflow of Sn deposit)
r8 = f8(type of conformal coating applied directly over Sn deposit)
r9 = f9(use of mechanical hardware that applies stress to the surface of the Sn
deposit)
r10 = f10(vulnerability of the assembly to contamination related failure, as
indicated by imposed environmental controls during assembly)
r11 = f11(use of conformal coating on conductors throughout assembly)
r12 = f12(airflow within assembly)
The functions fx were defined as shown in Table 2.1. The scale factor K was
set to be 8.9. Based upon the maximum and minimum values produced by the
functions defined below, the numerical output to ranged from zero to 10.
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Table 2.1 Risk factors [53]
Conductor
spacing (mil)
Pb content (wt%)
Process
Tin thickness
(micro-inch)
Material directly
beneath tin
Substrate
controlling CTE
Plating reheated
Conformal coating
Use of mechanical
HWD
Where was
assembly performed

Criteria

< 10

10-50

50-100

100-500

>500

Relative Risk

2

1

0.5

0.25

0

Criteria
Relative Risk
Criteria
Relative Risk
Criteria
Relative Risk
Criteria
Relative Risk
Criteria
Relative Risk
Criteria
Relative Risk
Criteria
Relative Risk
Criteria
Relative Risk
Criteria
Relative Risk

<0.2
1
Bright
1
<50
0.7
Brass/bronze
1
Ceramic
1
No
1
None
1
Clean room
1

0.2-1
0.2
Matte
0.5
50-250
1
Copper
0.7
Low expansion alloy
1
Urethane >1mil
0.01
Fasteners
1
Special clean area
0.5

1.0-3.0
0.1
Immersion
0.3
250-500
0.7
Ferrous
0.5
Copper
0.2
Annealed
0.3
Silicone >1mil
0.1
Typical factory
0.2

3.0-5.0
0.05
Hot dip
0.1
500-1000
0.3
Nickel
0.1
Ferrous
0.3
Parylene
0.05
None
0.1
Field assembly
0.1

>5.0
0.01
>1000
0.1
Aluminum
0.2
Fused
0.2
Other
0.2
-
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Use of CC on
conductors in
enclosure
Forced fluid cooling
of assembly

Criteria

None

Some

Most

All

-

Relative Risk

1

0.7

0.4

0.01

-

Forced air
1

None
0.1

-

-

-

-

Table 2.2 Simulated values of risk factors and the results [53]
Example #

r1

r2

r3

r4

r5

r6

r7

r8

r9

r10

r11

r12

Result

1

0.1

0.001

0.1

1

0.7

0.2

1

1

1

0.1

1

0.1

5.24

2

0.1

1

0.1

1

0.7

0.2

1

1

1

0.1

1

0.1

8.24
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For a given application, the values of the risk factors contribution to whiskring
can be obtained. The failure risk posed by tin whiskers can be estimated by applying
the equations described in the above paragraphs. Below are two examples from
Pinsky’s paper:
Example I:

Copper wire hot dipped into tin-lead solder, attached using a
screwed-down lug, with the nearest conductor 0.25″ away, no
conformal coat on any conductors, assembly under normal factory
conditions. No forced air cooling.

Example II: Copper wire plated with bright tin 250 micro-inches, attached using a
screwed-down lug, with the nearest conductor 0.25″ away, no
conformal coat on any conductors, assembly under normal factory
conditions. No forced air cooling.
The corresponding values of risk factors and the results of risks of the two
examples are presented in Table 2.2. It can be seen that the tin whisker risk of
example II is larger than that of example I.
2.3.2 Okada’s reliability approach model [49]
Whisker growth experiments were conducted in thermal cycling conditions by
Okada et al, and thermal cycling –40~85 °C with cycling period of 30 minutes
demonstrated the best condition to grow whiskers. The experiments also showed that
if the upper side temperature of thermal cycling was fixed at 85 °C, whisker growth
was more accelerated when the lower side was lower.
An Eyring accelerated model was used to estimate lifetime cycle when a
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whisker reached 50 µm given the upper temperature was 85 °C. The Eyring model
was expressed as

ln( L) = C − α ∗ ln(∆T )

(2.5)

where L was the lifetime; C was a constant; α was the thermal cycling acceleration
coefficient; and ∆T was the temperature difference with upper side at 85 °C. The
values of C and α were determined to be 69.04 and 12.65.
As an example in Okada’s paper, the lifetime was 3.66×105 (more than 100
years) if the temperature cycling was 0~85 °C. From the results of the model, it was
concluded by Okada that whiskers in thermal cycling condition would not pose
reliability problem within the lifetime of the electronic devices.

2.4

Motivation of this Research

Tin whiskers growth is a dynamic phenomenon, which defines that risk related
to whiskers is also a function of time. But Pinsky’s algorithm was independent of time.
The numerical index, the final result of his algorithm, did not assign an actual risk and
it was still a qualitative analysis. In Okada’s study, the model was only developed for
thermal cycling with the upper bound of 85 °C. Whiskers can growth without thermal
cycling. This limited the application of his reliability assessment.
With pure tin and high tin alloys adopted by more and more electronic part
manufacturers as the materials of finishes, tin whiskering issue has become a
reliability concern. No industry agreed methods have been developed to assess tin
whisker risk. However, the electronics industry needs a practical methodology to
assess tin whisker risk. The algorithm developed in this work is to fulfill this demand.
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2.5

Objectives of this Research

The overall objectives of the research are:
1. To provide a methodology to assess tin whisker bridging risk on the
electronic products quantitatively;
2. To design the experiment to simulate tin whisker bridging failure caused by
fixed and broken free whiskers;
3. To demonstrate the methods to collect needed information from the
experiments

2.6

Scope of this Research

This dissertation study focuses on development of tin whisker bridging risk
assessment algorithm and design of the simulation experiments. As the fundamental
base of the algorithm, the research on whisker growth is also conducted.

2.7

Description of this Dissertation

The body structure of this dissertation is composed of:
Chapter 1 provides the background of tin whiskers, including attributions of
tin whiskers, whisker growth mechanism study, effect of environmental factors on
whisker growth, mitigation strategies, and history of tin whisker research.
Chapter 2 states the potential risks posed by tin whiskers and shows the field
failures caused by whiskers. Previous efforts to assess tin whisker risk are briefly
described and discussed, and the motivation of this dissertation is provided.
Chapter 3 presents the approach to quantify tin whisker growth in terms of
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whisker density, length and growth angle. Probabilistic and statistical methods are
applied to describe tin whisker growth.
The development of the risk assessment algorithm is presented in Chapter 4.
Risk related parameters and failure criteria are discussed, and the risk assessment
procedures are provided.
Design of the simulation experiments is discussed in Chapter 5. Bridging
shorts introduced by fixed and free whiskers are simulated. Experimental vehicles and
conditions are specified, and the experimental results and analyses are presented.
The conclusions and summaries of this work are given in Chapter 6. The
contributions of this work and the recommendations for the future work are provided
in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 3 Whisker Growth Analysis
The studies on whisker growth are presented in this section. The statistical and
probabilistic models are applied to describe the parameters of tin whisker growth.
Whisker growth parameters include whisker density, length, maximum length, growth
angle, and growth rate. Whisker growth analysis serves as the fundamental
information for the bridging failure risk from fixed whiskers.

3.1

Electronics Industry’s Acceptance Level for Whisker Growth

In order to limit the risks posed by tin whiskers to electronic products, some
electronic companies proposed acceptance level. For instance, the European
semiconductor collaboration E4, formed by Philips, Infineon, STMicroelectronics and
Freescale Semiconductor, was the first manufacturers to develop whisker acceptance
levels with recommended test conditions [15]. Length of 50 µm has been chosen as
the maximum whisker length at the device end of life by E4. iNEMI [58] tried to
create a standardized whisker growth limit and proposed the maximum allowable
whisker lengths for three classes of products, as shown in Table 3.1. Class 1 is
assigned to mission and life critical high-reliability applications, such as military,
space and medical applications. Class 2 is for high-reliability business applications,
such as telecom infrastructure equipment and high-end servers, etc. Class 3 is suitable
for consumer products with relatively short product lifetimes (typically within five
years).
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Table 3.1 iNEMI's whisker length limits [58]
Maximum Whisker Length
Device (package type,
lead pitch or operating
frequency)
Discrete device (2 pins)
Multi-lead packages
Operaing frequency >6
GHz (RF) or trise<59
psec (digital)

Class 1

Pure tin and high
tin content alloys
not acceptable

Class 2

Class 3

40 µm

67 µm
(Minimum gap between
leads ~ 0.05mm)/3 or 67
µm, whichever is smaller
50 µm

However, the acceptance level may not reflect the real risks posed by tin
whiskers since only one parameter, whisker length, is used as the criterion. Other
parameters, such as whisker density and growth angle, also contribute to tin whisker
risk. In addition, the acceptance level is a qualitative analysis since it cannot evaluate
tin whisker risk quantitatively.

3.2

General Description of the Experimental Study

In this study, tin whisker growth is expressed in terms of whisker density,
length, maximum length, whisker growth angle and growth rate since these
parameters determine the risk posed by tin whiskers for a specific application.
Whisker density is the count over a fixed area, such as the number of whiskers per
square centimeter. Whisker length refers to the length of a whisker beyond the plating
surface from which a whisker grows. Maximum whisker length is the length of the
longest whisker growing in the objective tin finished surfaces. Whisker growth angle
is the angle of a whisker and its orthotropic projection against the finished surface
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[37]. Growth rate describes time-dependent length of a whisker and time-dependent
whisker density.
The measurement was conducted for the 72 coupons. The size of the coupons
was 1″×1″×0.063″ in length, width and thickness. The thickness of pure tin plating
over the substrate was 5 µm. Bright and matte tin were used as the finishing materials,
and copper, brass (type 260) and alloy42 the substrate materials. The heat-treatments
included Sn-Pb reflow profile, Sn-Ag-Cu reflow profile, temperature cycling (TC)
between -40 and 80°C with 20 minutes dwell for 336 cycles, annealing (one week after
plating) at 150 °C for two hours followed by temperature/humidity (T/H) at
60°C/95%RH for two weeks. After the exposures, all the coupons were stored in room
ambient.
The measurement results can vary, depending on how it is conducted. The
counting procedure we applied for density calculation was 1) environmental scanning
electron microscope (E-SEM) was the tool to observe whiskers; 2) whiskers greater
than 10 µm in length were counted; 3) 30 sites were randomly selected to take
pictures by E-SEM and average whisker density was calculated based on the whiskers
on these 30 sites for each coupon.
A microscope is needed for observing tin whiskers since they are usually very
small. An optical microscope is not capable to observe whiskers because its
magnification is limited and cannot distinguish whiskers from dusts. A SEM has high
magnification and can take very clear pictures for the observed sites. The threshold
was set to be 10 µm because whiskers, whose length is smaller than 10 µm, should
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not cause serious reliability risks and can be excluded. Considering the length limits
proposed by E3 and iNEMI as described previously, length of 10 µm is smaller than
their limits and should be more conservative.

3.3

Whisker Density

The average whisker density can be calculated after the local density, which is
the ration of whisker number and the observed site area, of the 30 sites are obtained.
Normal distribution is considered the proper distribution to quantify whiskers, based
on the central limit theorem (CLT).
The CLT [40] states that given a distribution with a mean µ and a variance σ2,
the sampling distribution of the mean approaches a normal distribution with a mean
(µ) and a variance (σ2/N) as N, the sample size, increases. The counter-intuitive thing
about the central limit theorem is that no matter what the shape of the original
distribution, the sampling distribution of the mean approaches a normal distribution
[34]. For this case, there exists a real whisker density for a coupon or an electronic
part as a point value. This density can be considered a delta function with the mean of
itself. The measurement of the density is an approach to he mean. Therefore, whisker
density in our measurement follows normal distribution.
Table 3.2 Results of the three measurements on whisker density [24]
Measurement time
Average density
(#/cm2)
Standard deviation
Density increasing
rate (%)

8-month storage

13-month storage

18-month storage

14240

14390

14520

5490

4820

3180

-

1.1

0.8
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Based on the experimental results, it was found that the coupon of bright tin
plated over brass with exposures of annealing followed by T/H had the largest density
among all the heat-treated coupons. The following whisker growth study, as a case
study, was conducted on the coupons of bright tin plated over brass. Three
measurements on whisker density were conducted in the 8th, 13th and 18th month
storage in room ambient. The results of the measurements are presented in Table 3.2.
Whisker density during the periods of the three measurements only had a
slight increase with the growth rates of 1.1% and 0.8% respectively. It appears that the
density was converging and approaching the saturation point where whisker density
will stop growing.

3.4

Whisker Length

Maximum length is often used to describe whiskering propensity and
considered a tin whisker risk criterion. The longest whisker ever reported was 10 mm
[16]. The longest whiskers may not reflect the comprehensive whiskering status and
the potential risk even though maximum length is a key parameter. It may result in
large uncertainty or even false conclusion if the maximum length is the only one
parameter to evaluate whiskering propensity and the corresponding risk.
Whisker length is quantified by distribution instead of the maximum length in
this study. Statistical distribution is a good method since whisker length varies among
whiskers due to different incubation period and different growth rate. Distribution can
also reflect the range and the trend of whisker length.
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Figure 3.1 Distribution of whisker length in the 8th month
storage in room ambient [24]
Figure 3.1 shows the whiskers length bar distribution for the coupon of bright
tin plated over brass in the 8th month storage in room ambient. It can be seen that
whisker length in the range of 20 to 30 occupied the largest percentage, followed by
the range of 10 to 20 µm and the range of 30 to 40 µm respectively. The collected data
were fitted into a lognormal distribution. The mean was 24.0 µm and the standard
deviation was 12.7µm.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the whisker length distribution in the 13th month storage
in room ambient. Whiskers, whose length ranged from 10 to 40 µm, still dominated
the percentage. Compared to the first measurement, the percentage of whiskers
ranging from 10 to 20 µm decreased, while whiskers with the range of 10 and 20 µm
increased in percentage and became the second largest group for this time. This
phenomenon indicated that whiskers, as a whole group, continued to grow in length
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during the four-month storage in room ambient. Lognormal distribution was still used
to fit the data. The mean and standard deviation were 25.7 m and 11.5µm respectively,
which were different from the previous ones.
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Figure 3.2 Distribution of whisker length in the 13th month
storage in room ambient [24]
The whisker length distribution in the 18th month storage in room ambient is
shown in Figure 3.3. The three largest percentage occupants were the same ones as in
the 13th month. There were an apparent decrease in percentage for whiskers in the
range of 30 and 40 µm and an apparent percentage increase for whiskers ranging from
30 to 40 µm. The change of the distribution still suggested that whiskers grew in
length in the past five months. The mean and standard deviation were 26.0µm and
11.4µm respectively after the data were fitted into lognormal distribution.
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Figure 3.3 Distribution of whisker length in the 18th month
storage in room ambient [24]
It is important to select a suitable distribution for whisker length. Lognormal
distribution was selected to fit whisker length because it offers the best fit compared
to other distributions. As shown in Table 3.3, lognormal distribution demonstrates
better fitting goodness than others distributions for the measurements.
Table 3.3 Comparison of fitting goodness among the three distributions
Storage duration (month)
Fitting
Lognormal
goodness
Weibull
Normal

8
0.9997
0.9917
0.9784

13
0.9978
0.9925
0.9821

18
0.9967
0.9942
0.9852

The probability density functions of whisker length for the three measurements are
illustrated in Figure 3.4. It can be seen that the curves moved forward to right with time.
This indicates that the group-whisker-length increases with time. The Figure also
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shows that the distance between the neighboring curves is decreasing with time, which
means growth rate of group-whisker length was approaching the saturation point. This
phenomenon correlated to whisker density growth. It appears density and group-length
may reach the saturation point at the same time.
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Figure 3.4 Probability density function curves of whisker length [24]

3.5

Whisker Growth Angle

No much attention and work has been paid to whisker growth angle in the
previous studies; and growth angle appears to be ignored in the criteria of the
electronics industry’s acceptance levels. But growth angle is also a key parameter to
affect tin whisker bridging risk. A whisker will not cause a bridging short if its growth
angle is not large enough given that its length is greater than the spacing between the
adjacent conductors. It can be over conservative without considering growth angle.
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Table 3.4 Whisker growth angle distribution
Angle range (°)
Percentage 8 -month
(%)
13 -month
18 -month

0~10
2.4
2.0
2.8

10~20
4.4
4.8
4.3

20~30
6.0
7.1
7.9

30~40
7.2
7.5
6.7

40~50
11.6
11.9
11.4

50~60
14.9
13.8
13.0

60~70
17.3
17.4
18.1

70~80
19.7
19.8
20.5

Growth angle of tin whiskers is distributed preferentially. Table 3.4 presents
the range percentage of growth angle for the same specimen of bright Sn over brass. It
can be seen that largest range of angle is between 60 to 90 degrees. This range
dominates the largest percentage and angle range from 0 to 30 degrees is less common.
The data with time also shows that whisker growth angle appear independent of time
since the percentage of the ranges varied insignificantly with time.
Based on the data, the growth angle distribution is fitted as step-wise uniform;
and uniformly distributed in four ranges of 0 to 20, 20 to 40, 40 to 60, and 60 to 90
degrees with the probability of 0.071, 0.146, 0.244, 0.539. The probability density
function (PDF) of whisker growth angle in the 18-month can be express as:
⎧0.0035
⎪0.0072
⎪
f (α ) = ⎨
⎪0.0122
⎪⎩0.0180

0 ≤α
20 ≤ α
40 ≤ α
60 ≤ α

< 20
< 40
< 60
≤ 90

(3.1)

where α is growth angle in degrees.

3.6

Whisker Growth Rate

Individual whisker length is determined by the length growth rate. Several
models on length growth rate have been suggested, such as Furuta and Hamamura’s
model [28] and Tu’s localized model [61]. Furuta and Hamamura modeled whisker
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80~90
16.5
15.8
15.4

growth rate as a function of vacancy formation energy, independent on tin-plating
thickness. However, both the sample preparation process and the alloy utilized in the
test were different from the industry techniques and processes which was the reason
that this model was not adopted. Tu proposed a model, whereby the weak or cracked
spots in the Sn oxide layer were considered as the dominant element for growth rate.
Whisker growth rate was strongly affected by IMC, but no direct evidences were
found to support this model.
Table 3.5 Group-growth rate of mean length [24]
Storage duration (month)
Mean length(µm)
Standard deviation (µm)
Maximum length (µm)
Average growth rate of
mean length (µm/month)

8
24.0
12.7
98

13
25.7
11.5
132

18
126.0
11.4
147

3.00

0.34

0.06

Observations have shown that individual whisker length growth rate varies up
to 9 mm/year [8]. However, range of individual whisker growth rate does not
demonstrate group-whisker growth rate since, in this study, tin whisker bridging risk
is considered the result of a group of whisker but not several whiskers though each
individual whisker contributes to the risk. Whisker group-growth rate, such as
group-growth rate of mean length, is the interest of this study. As presented in Table
3.5, the mean length group-growth rates were decreasing. The group-growth rate can
be used to predict mean length of the whiskers using the rate at 18-month. This is a
conservative estimation since growth rate is decreasing.
From Table 3.2 and Table 3.5, it appears that group-whisker-length growth
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rate and density increase rate correlate to each other with the similar trend. The
group-whisker-length growth rate increased when whisker density was converging.

3.7

Summaries of Whisker Growth

It is impractical to trace each individual whiskers to study their property and
contributions to bridging failure since each individual whisker has its own length,
growth rate and incubation period. Tin whisker related risks are the result of a group
of whisker because, as a population, their growth and bridging behavior is dominated
by the group-whiskers but not by several individual whiskers. Statistical distribution
is a practical method to describe this group-whisker growth.
Though the study was mainly focused on the case of tin plated over brass in
this study, the analytic methods and procedures are generic and can be applied for tin
whisker growth in various application conditions. Whisker growth is one of the
fundamental studies for tin whisker risk assessment.
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Chapter 4 Development of Tin Whisker Assessment Algorithm
Conductive whiskers can cause bridging failure to the electronic and electrical
products. How to assess tin whisker risk quantitatively has become a topic of the
electronics industry. In this chapter, a tin whisker bridging risk assessment algorithm
is developed. The goal of the algorithm is to provide the electronics industry a
practical methodology to assess tin whisker risk quantitatively.

4.1

Fundamental Elements of the Risks Assessment Algorithm

Several elements, including risk categorization, risk parameters, and
distribution of risk parameters, are defined as the bases to develop the risk assessment
algorithm. Risk categorization identifies the sources of tin whiskers. Risk parameters
are those parameters which directly contribute to or affect tin whisker bridging risk.
Distribution of risk parameters discuss the best distributional models to the risk
parameters.
4.1.1 Risk categorization
The bridging risk introduced by tin whiskers to an electronic product, such as a
capacitor, a package, a board, or a computer system, can be identified as fixed risk
and free risk as depicted in Figure 4.1.
The fixed bridging risk refers to an unintended electrical connection occurring
due to the presence of a whisker growing from one or both surfaces, while the free
bridging risk refers to an unintended electrical connection between two adjacent
conductors occurring due to the presence of a conductive whisker which broke off
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from its original growth site.

Risk to an electronic product
due to whisker bridging

Risk from fixed whiskers

Risk from broken free whiskers

Risk from internal
free state

Risk from external
free state

Figure 4.1 Potential risk posed by conductive whiskers
The free bridging risk can be further divided into internal free bridging risk
and external free bridging risk. An electronic product is considered a control volume
in this study. Internal free bridging risk is posed by the broken free whiskers formed
inside the control volume, while external free bridging risk is induced by the broken
free whiskers from the outside of the control volume.
4.1.2 Risk parameters
Risk parameters are those parameters that influence tin whisker risk directly.
Fixed bridging risk and free bridging risk have the different parameters. Fixed risk
parameters include whisker growth parameters and geometry parameters; while free
risk parameters include whisker characteristic parameters and geometry parameters.
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The whisker growth parameters are associated with the property of the
integrated whiskers, including whisker density, whisker length, growth angle and
growth arate. The characteristic parameters are associated with the property and
performance of broken free whiskers, including broken free whisker density, broken
free whisker length, deposition angle and probability of depositing on exposed
conductors.
The geometry parameters describe the potential bridging sites in tin electronic
product, including conductors where at least on structure has a pure tin or high tin
finished conductor, and the amount of conductor area from which whiskers may grow
in a product.
As a type of risk parameters, geometry parameters play an important role on
tin whisker bridging risk. As a reference, the spacing between adjacent conductors for
ultra fine-pitch, common fine-pitch, and typical surface-mount passive components
are 50~100, 100~500 and 1000 µm, respectively [30]. As a result, ultra fine-pitch
components have highest bridging risk given the identical applications. The impact of
spacing on the bridging risk will be demonstrated in the section of risk assessment
implementation.
4.1.3 Distributions of whisker growth parameters and characteristic parameters
Distributions are applied to describe the whisker growth parameters and
characteristic parameters in this study. The distributions of growth parameters have
been discussed in Chapter 3. Similar to the growth parameters, the characteristic
parameters are also quantified in terms of distributions.
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4.2

Risk Assessment for Fixed Whiskers

In this section, a bridging risk assessment algorithm for fixed whiskers is
developed. The bridging risk is quantified by probability of failure due to a
conductive whisker bridging the adjacent electrically isolated conductors and thereby
producing an unintended electrical short at a particular time. The risk assessment
algorithm is based on relevant inputs, bridging failure criterion, and is implemented a
computer program.
4.2.1 Failure definition [23]
As a conservative approach, a bridging short is assumed to occur if
l w ⋅ Sin(θ ) ≥ l s

(4.1)

This situation is illustrated in Figure 4.2 for a pair of parallel surfaces, where θ is the
whisker growth angle; lw is the length of the whisker; and ls is the pitch spacing
between the two adjacent conductors. This definition can also be applied to any shape
of surfaces. Assume there are two adjacent non-lead conductors. To be conservative,
the spacing can be considered the shortest distance between the two conductors.

Conductor II
Conductor II
Whisker
Whisker (lw)
Conductor I

Spacing (ls)

Spacing (ls)

θ
Conductor I

Figure 4.2 Whisker bridging two adjacent conductors
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If only straight whiskers are considered, only surfaces facing each other can be
at risk due to whisker growth. However, kinked whiskers have been observed. As a
conservative assumption, the whole surface area will be considered to contribute to
number of bridging opportunities. Another conservative assumption is that bridging
spans shortest distance between conductors.
The conductor area depends on the shape. Assume a pair of conductors: tin
plated square pad and a Cu cylinder. The conductor area can be considered the surface
of the pad and the spacing is the short distance between the pad and the cylinder.
4.2.2 Whisker growth parameters and their distributions
The growth parameters of fixed whiskers include whisker density, length, and
growth angle. The parameters and their distributions of the three parameters have
already been discussed in Chapter 3.
4.2.3 Procedure to quantify fixed bridging risk in terms of probability
The fixed risk assessment procedure consists of inputs, simulation calculation
and output. The inputs to algorithm include the whisker growth parameters, the
geometry parameters, and the initial variables and control variables. The initial
variables include number of failures which is set as zero initially, and the sample size
of Monte Carlo simulation which also serves as control variable. Another control
variable is the number of sampled whiskers. The output is the bridging failure risk for
the specific conductors at a specific time.
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No
BEGIN

Inputs

Yes

n < Nmc?
Continue
No

Generate a random
number to determine
whisker density
Calculate Nw

m < Nw?
Yes
Generate a random
number to determine
the length of a whisker
Yes

lw < ls?
No

Generate a random
number to determine
the growth angle
Risk = Nf /Nmc
No

Bridging?
Yes

END

Nf = Nf +1

Figure 4.3 Flowchart of fixed risk assessment (I) [23]
Bridging failure risk at a particular time posed by tin whiskers is defined as the
number of failures per number of potential failure opportunities (sample size of Monte
Carlo simulation). The final risk of the objective conductors at a particular time by the
Monte Carlo simulation is:
(4.2)

Risk = N f / N mc

The flowchart of the risk assessment procedure is presented in Figure 4.3, in
which three random variables are generated to simulate a whisker density, length of a
simulated whisker, and the growth angle of the simulated whisker. Generating a
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random number means to order the computer to generate a random number between 0
and 1; and then to calculate the corresponding value using the inversed distribution
function.
In the procedure, Nf, Nmc, lw, lmin, and Nw represent the number of failures, the
sample number of Monte Carlo simulation, length of a sampled whisker, the spacing
of adjacent conductors, and the number of sampled whiskers in a simulation
respectively; while n and m are the iteration control numbers of Monte Carlo
simulation and simulated whiskers. Nf, the number of failures, will increase one if a
failure occurs in a simulation.
The sample size of Monte Carlo simulation is determined by testing different
numbers until the final answer of risk converges. The number of whiskers in a
simulation is the product of sampled whisker density and the objective conductor area.
Sample size of Monte Carlo simulation represents the number of the simulated
electronic products. For example, if the sample size is 2500 and the simulation object
is a hard drive, this means 2500 hard drives will be sampled and the risk is the ratio of
the number of the failed hard drives and 2500. For each hard drive, whisker density,
length and growth angle will be sampled according to the distributions.
The simulation will go to the next simulation if a first failure occurs. It is
assumed that the product will fail immediately once the first bridging occurs, so it is
not necessary to examine the other whiskers in the simulation since the product has
already failed.
It should be noted that the procedure shown in Figure 4.3 is for a Monte Carlo
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simulation at a particular time (usually, the design or mission life). If multiple times
required, whisker growth data can be input into the algorithm as arrays; or the growth
rates of mean of length and density be input such that mean of length and density can
be calculated at each desired time.
In the procedure, whisker density, length and growth angle are assumed
independent. The proof of this assumption will be shown in Chapter 5, section 5.1.2.
4.2.4 Procedure to quantify risk in terms of bridging number
In the above procedure, the risk of bridging failure is quantified in terms of
probability of failure. This analysis is reasonable for the electronic products in field
usage. It would be more meaningful if the bridging failure risk were quantified in
terms of bridging number for the products in stock or stand-by state. Those products
may lose function when they are applied voltage bias if their conductors are bridged
by tin whiskers. The likelihood of failure of a product with larger number of bridging
should be higher than the one with less number of bridging when the product is
applied electrical current.
The procedure to quantify tin whisker bridging risk in terms of bridging
number is shown in Figure 4.4. The inputs and the variables have the same meaning
as the previous ones shown in Figure 4.3. But the density is a nominal value. Whisker
length and growth angle will be sampled in the procedure. The output Nfn is the
nominal bridging number. In this procedure, the nominal number of fixed whiskers is
used to obtain the nominal number of failures.
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Inputs

BEGIN

m < Nw?

Yes

No
Generate a random
number to determine
the length of a whisker
Yes

lw < ls?
No

Generate a random
number to determine
the growth angle
Risk = Nfn
Yes

Bridging?
No

END

Nfn = Nfn +1

Figure 4.4 Flowchart of fixed risk assessment (II)
If Monte Carlo simulation is applied to assess occurrence of the bridging
numbers for a given application, as illustrated in Figure 4.5, the distribution of
occurrence of the possible bridging numbers can be quantified. Theoretically, the
bridging numbers can vary from zero to infinity. Thus we know, for example, the
probability that 2 bridging occur for an application.
In the flowchart, Nf[Nmc] is an array whose dimension is equal to the sample
size of Monte Carlo simulation. This array is used to record the number of occurance
of the bridging number in each simulation.
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No
BEGIN

Inputs

n < Nmc?

Yes

No
m < Nffw?

Generate a random
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Calculate Nw

Yes
Generate a random
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Yes
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No

Generate a random
number to determine
the growth angle
Yes

Bridging?

Risk = Nffn [Nmc]

END

No
Nffn [n] = Nffn [n] +1

Figure 4.5 Flowchart of fixed risk assessment (III)
4.2.5 An example of implementation for fixed risk
As mentioned, bright tin always produces more and longer whiskers than
matte tin. Furthermore, bright over brass was shown the worst combination. As a
conservative case, information of whisker growth on bright tin over brass was used to
assess tin whisker risk. An example of risk assessment is presented below.
For this example, a tin finished small outline package (SOP), is considered.
The SOP is assumed to have a brass lead-frame plated with bright Sn. Whisker growth
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data discussed in Chapter 3 was used in this case. The geometry data of the packages
are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Geometry parameters of the SOPs
Number of leads
on a package
14

Surface area of
a lead (mm2)
2.3

Surface area of all the
leads on a package (mm2)
32.2

Spacing between adjacent
conductors (mm)
0.15

As discussed in Chapter 3, three measurements on whisker growth on the
sample of bright tin over brass have been conducted until the 18th month of room
ambient storage. Then how to obtain the information after the 18th month based on
the measured data? For this case, whisker density and mean length were predicted
using the growth rates in the 18th month. This is conservative since whisker growth
was decreasing – the growth rate afterward should be less than in the 18th month. The
distributions of the growth parameters are shown in and Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Predicted distributions of the growth parameters [23]
Whisker growth
parameter
Distribution
Distribution parameters at
the 33rd month of storage
Distribution parameters at
the 53rd month of storage
Distribution parameters at
the 78th month of storage

Density
distribution
Normal
m = 14520/cm2
sd = 3180
m = 15280/cm2
sd = 3180
m = 16080/cm
sd = 3180

2

Length
distribution
Lognormal
m = 27.2 µm
sd = 11.4
m = 28.4 µm
sd = 11.4
m = 29.9 µm
sd = 11.4

Growth angle distribution
Step-wise uniform
0 ≤ α < 20
⎧0.0035
⎪0.0072 20 ≤ α < 40
⎪
f (α ) = ⎨
⎪0.0122 40 ≤ α < 60
⎪⎩0.0180 60 ≤ α ≤ 90
(α: growth angle in degree)

For this case, whisker growth is approaching the saturation point. What if
whisker growth is not approach the saturation point? Than the average of growth rates
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between two measurement periods can be used to predict growth parameters.
However, the prediction should keep updated by the newest data to make the
prediction more accurate.
As an example of the simulation for the 18th month whisker density, if a
random number 0.6 is generated in the first Monte Carlo simulation, the density is
then 15326/cm2, calculated from the inversed density distribution function. The
number of the whiskers formed on this SOP is 4934, which is the product of whisker
density and the surface area of the leadframes. The next step is to simulate whisker
length and growth angle for these 4934 whiskers one by one until a bridging short
occurs or until the last whisker if resulting in no bridging.
The first simulation for the 4913 whiskers is depicted in Table 4.3. The
simulation for the first whisker is terminated after its length is sampled. This is
because the simulated whisker length is smaller than the spacing of adjacent
conductors, which means no bridging risk for this particular whisker. Then the
simulation jumps to sample the second whisker. It can be seen that no failure occurs in
this first Monte Carlo simulation since all the 4934 whiskers are sampled.
Table 4.3 Simulation procedure (I)
Whisker number
1
2
3
…
4934

Length of whiskers (mm)
0.16
0.42
0.36
…
0.12

Growth angel (°)
31.7
…
-

Short occurs?
No
…
-

The simulation then goes to the second Monte Carlo simulation after the first
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one is accomplished and repeated the same procedure. If a random number 0.35 is
generated for whisker density, the density is 13294/cm2 and the number of the
whiskers is 4281. The simulation results are shown in Table 4.4. As shown in the
Table, this simulation is terminated at the third whisker since this whisker causes a
bridging failure. Then the simulation goes to the third simulation. Similarly, the
Monte Carlo simulation continues until the 3000th simulation.
Table 4.4 Simulation procedure (II)
Whisker number
1
2
3
4
…
4281

Length of whiskers (mm)
0.19
0.39
0.51
-

Growth angel (°)
13.9
80.3
-

Short occurs?
No
Yes
-

In order to avoid over conservation, it is recommended to integrate the
maximum length into the algorithm and use the truncated lognormal distribution. For
this case, the largest whiskers in length were 98, 132 and 147 for 8th, 13th and 18th
month respectively and truncated whisker length distribution is applied as the upper
limit of the lognormal distribution at each specific time. The truncated distribution is
not used after the 18th month since the maximum length is unknown and impractical
to predict.
The input data for spacing between adjacent conductors are 0.15, 0.20 and
0.25 mm in order to demonstrate the effect of spacing on tin whisker risk. The results
of this case are shown in Table 4.5. It can be seen that spacing affects tin whisker risk
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significantly.
Table 4.5 Simulation risk with time
Duration (month)
Risk s = 0.15 mm
(%)
s = 0.20 mm
s = 0.25 mm

0
0
0
0

13
0
0
0

15
0
0
0

18
0.9
0
0

33
3.8
0.1
0

53
6.5
0.2
0

78
11.6
0.5
0

The values presented in Table 4.5 are the nominal values because the bridging
risk calculated by the algorithm varies for each time given the same conditions. The
simulation results also follow a distribution. It was found that normal distribution is

Bridging Risk

the best fit.

Time

Figure 4.6 Bridging simulation risk with time
As an example, spacing 0.20 mm at the 53rd month has been simulated for 50
times. The mean was 6.5% and the standard deviation was 1.1%. The bridging
simulation risk posed by fixed whiskers with time is illustrated in Figure 4.6. After the
distribution is quantified, the percentile of bridging risk can be determined. For this
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case, it can be said that the bridging risk, with 90% change, is small than 7.9%.
In this simulation, there is only one type of conductors – the leads on the part
of SOP. If there is more than one part, the risk for this type can be estimated by
i
PRisk
= 1 − (1 − PRi ) ni

(4.3)

where i is part type; ni is the number of parts of the ith type; PRi is the risk for one
i
package of the ith type; and PRisk
is the total risk for all the parts of the ith type.

If there is more than one type of parts are in a product, the total risk for the
product is
m

(4.4)

j
PPr oduct = 1 − ∏ (1 − PRisk
)
j =1

where m is number of part type; ni is the number of PProduct is the total risk posed by
whiskers on the product.
Table 4.6 Results of bridging number distribution
Bridging number
Number of occurrence
Percentage (%)

0
2806
93.53

1
188
6.27

2
6
0.20

3
0
0

4
0
0

As an example, bridging number distribution is simulated for the 53rd month.
The results are presented in Table 4.6. It can be seen that bridging occurs only one or
two times for the SOP until 53 months of storage. Given that a bridging failure occurs,
one time of failure dominates. The summarization of the probability of one bridging
and the probability of two bridging is risk of bridging failure shown in Table 4.5.

4.3

Risk Assessment for Free Whiskers

In this section, failure definition of bridging failure risk introduced by fixed
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whiskers is defined and the procedure of the risk assessment is developed.
4.3.1 Failure definition
As presented in Figure 4.7, a failure occurs immediately if this condition is
met:

l fw ⋅ Sin(α ) ≥ l s

(4.5)

where α is whisker deposition angle, lfw is the length of the deposited broken free
whisker, and ls is the spacing between the adjacent exposed conductors. Similar to the
definition of fixed risk, the failure definition does not consider the consequences of
the bridging and can be applied to any shape of exposed conductors not only for
parallel conductors.

Whisker (lfw)

α

Conductor I

Conductor II
Spacing (ls)

Figure 4.7 Bridging short caused by free whiskers
4.3.2 Characteristic parameters related to free whiskers
The characteristic parameters of broken free whiskers include free whisker
density in air, length, deposition angle, and probability of deposition on the exposed
conductors.
Probability of deposition on the exposed conductors refers to the likelihood of
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a whisker depositing into the area where exists exposed conductors. Deposition angle,
as illustrated in Figure 4.7, is the angle between the length orientation of a whisker
and the orientation of a conductor.
Similar to whisker growth the characteristic parameters are also expressed in
distributions. The methods to collect the information of characteristic parameters will
be discussed Chapter 5.
4.3.3 Assessment algorithm to quantify bridging risk in terms of risk probability
Similar to the bridging fixed risk assessment procedure, the bridging free risk
assessment procedure also consists of inputs, simulation calculation and output. The
inputs include the characteristic parameters, the geometry parameters, and the initial
variables and control variables. The initial variables include the number of failures
which is set as zero initially, and sample size of Monte Carlo simulation. The output is
the failure risk at a specific time.
The procedure to assess free bridging risk is illustrated in Figure 4.8. Four
random variables are generated to sample whisker density, the length of a whisker, the
deposition site of the whisker, and the deposition angle of the whisker.
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END
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Figure 4.8 Procedure of free risk assessment (I)
In the procedure, Nff, Nmc, lfw, ls, and Nfw are the number of bridging shorts, the
sample size of the Monte Carlo simulation, the length of a sampled whisker, spacing
of the adjacent exposed conductors, and the number of whiskers in a simulation; while
n and m are the iterative control numbers for Monte Carlo simulation and the sampled
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broken whiskers. Nff, the number of bridging failure, will increase one if a failure
occurs during the simulations.
The simulation will go to the next simulation if the first bridging occurs in
order to avoid double counting a failure and save computing time because the product
will fail immediately once the first bridging short occurs, which means it is not
needed to examine if any extra failure(s) caused by others whiskers. The final
bridging free risk posed by broken free whiskers to a product is:
(4.4)

R free = N ff / N mc

4.3.4 Assessment algorithm to quantify risk in terms of bridging number for free
whiskers
For a standby electronic product, the likelihood of failure of a product will
increase when it is activated if the number of bridging shorts increases. The procedure
of the assessment algorithm to quantify the number of bridging shorts is illustrated in
Figure 4.9. The inputs and the variables have the same meaning as the previous ones
except Nffn, which is the number of bridging shorts. The output Nffn is the nominal
bridging number.
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Figure 4.9 Procedure of free risk assessment (II)
If Monte Carlo simulation is applied to assess occurrence of the bridging
numbers for a given application, as illustrated in Figure 4.10, the distribution of
occurrence of the possible bridging numbers can be quantified. In the flowchart,
Nff[Nmc] is an array which has the same size of dimensions as the sample size of
Monte Carlo simulation. This array is used to save the bridging numbers for each
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simulation and serves as the output.
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END

Nffn [n] = Nffn [n] +1

Figure 4.10 Procedure of free risk assessment (III)
4.3.5 An example of implementation for free whiskers
The simulation objective is a rectangular printed wiring board (PWB) with 40
small outline (plastic) packages (SOPs). The board is installed in a box which is
considered a control volume and has the same shape and area as the PWB. A fan is
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installed on a sidewall and airflow volume velocity is 10 cm3/sec. The box is placed in
the environment with broken free tin whiskers flowing with air. For this case, the
bridging failure risk is only from external broken free whiskers.

Tin plated leads

PWB

Fan

Area of having Fan

Airflow

…

…
Airflow

Airflow

bridging risk

…

…
Airflow

(a)

Figure 4.11 Arrangement of parts on the printed wiring board
Table 4.7 Distributions of relevant parameters of free whiskers
Relevant
parameters
Distribution
Distribution
parameters

Density
distribution
Normal

Length
distribution
Lognormal

Distribution of depositing
on conductors
Uniform

Deposition angle
distribution
Uniform

µ = 8000/m3
σ = 3000

m = 26.0 µm
σ = 11.4

0.0330

1/90

The SOPs are lined 20 rows and uniformly distributed from the wall with the
fan to the opposite wall, as shown in Figure 4.11 (a). Each row has two parts. The
spacing between adjacent conductors on a SOP is 0.150 mm and the smallest gap
between nearest conductors of the neighboring SOP is 3 mm. Based on the
distribution parameters shown in Table 4.7, the likelihood of the length of a whisker
larger than 1 mm is almost zero. Therefore, only the leadframe area of the SOPs have
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(b)

bridging risk posed by free risks. The leadframe area under free risk is 3.30 cm2 as
shown in Figure 4.11 (b).
As presented in Table 4.7, the distribution for deposition site follows step-wise
uniform. Air is pushed by the fan into the control volume and airflow distribution and
velocity are different at different zones in the control volume. This affects deposition
site of a whisker given it deposits on the floor of the box. Accordingly, the box floor is
equally divided into four zones from the wall with the fan to the opposite wall to
simulate the deposition site influence. In each zone, the probability of a whisker
depositing in the conductor area is the ratio of the conductor area in the zone and the
zone area.
For this case, the 40 identical SOPs are uniformly distribution on the PWB.
The ration of conductor area and the zone area is same for each zone no matter the
shape and area of each zone; and thus the probability of a whisker depositing in the
conductor area is equal for each zone. Therefore, the probability of a whisker
depositing in the conductor area is the ration of the whole conduction area and the
area of the PWB. It should be noted that the likelihood of a whisker dropping into the
zones is different. But whichever zone it drops, the probability of depositing in the
conductor area for this whisker is the same.
The sample size of the Monte Carlo iteration in this simulation is 3000.
Bridging risk posed by broken free whiskers is a dynamic procedure since whiskers
are cumulating in the control volume with time. The volume of airflow into the
control volume is 864000 cm3/day since airflow velocity is 10 cm3/sec.
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As an example to calculate the bridging risk, if a random number 0.7 is
generated for whisker density in the first Monte Carlo simulation, the broken free
whisker density should be 9573/m3, calculated from the inversed density distribution
function. To be conservative, all the whiskers entered the control volume are assumed
to deposit on the floor if information of the percentage of whiskers escaping out of the
control volume is not available. For this case, the number of whiskers deposited on
the box floor per week is 57898 and the number of whiskers dropped into the exposed
conductor area is 1910. The next step is to simulate whisker length, and deposition
angle for these 1910 whiskers one by one until a bridging short occurs or until the last
whisker if no bridging occurs.
The simulation goes to the second simulation after the first is finished and
repeated the same procedure. Then the Monte Carlo simulation continues until the
3000th simulation. The output is the risk at the end of the first week. Risk at the end
of the second and second forward can be estimated by
n

PRisk = 1 − (1 − PR ) n

(4.5)

where n is the number of period in week for the ith type; PR is the risk in the first
week; and PRisk is the risk in the nth week. The results of this case are presented in
n

Table 4.8.
Table 4.8 Simulated risk of the SOP with time
Duration
(week)
Risk (%)

0

1

5

10

20

25

45

0

0.43

2.2

4.3

8.3

14.1

17.7
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If more than one type of parts in an product, the overall risk of the product
with time can be estimated by
m

PProduct = 1 − ∏ (1 − PRisk )
n

ni

(4.6)

i =1

where j is part type; and m is the number of part type.

4.4

Integration of Fixed and Free Risks

The overall bridging risk posed by tin whiskers can be obtained after the fixed
and free bridging risks are evaluated. It is assumed that fixed and free bridging risks
are independent. Then the overall bridging risk is
Ror = 1 − (1 − R fixed ) ∗ (1 − R free )

(4.7)

where Ror, Rfixed and Rfree are overall bridging risk, fixed and free risks on a product
respectively.
An electronic product may not be exposed to both fixed and free bridging
risks simultaneously or one of two bridging risk is negligible. This is one of the
reasons that the algorithms of fixed risk and free risk are developed separately.

4.5

Effectiveness of Mitigation Strategies and Cost

As mentioned in the previous chapters, in order to retard or eliminate tin
whiskers formation in the pure tin or high tin lead-free alloy finished surfaces, various
mitigation strategies [45][50] have been proposed. Effectiveness of the mitigation
strategies was usually evaluated in terms of change of whisker density and the
maximum whisker length, with and without applying the strategies. However, this
was a qualitative analysis since it did not offer a quantitative answer.
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The algorithm developed in this study can provide a quantitative evaluation on
effectiveness of the mitigation strategies since it can quantify the bridging risks for the
situation of without and with applying the strategies. The difference between the risk
values is the effectiveness of a strategy. Also effectiveness of different strategies can
also be evaluated. The bridging risks, after the strategies have been applied
respectively, can be quantified. The effectiveness of the various strategies can be
evaluated by comparing the risk values related to the corresponding strategies.
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Chapter 5 Simulation Experiments
Two experiments are designed and conducted to simulate bridging failures
introduced by fixed and broken free whiskers; whereas the previous experiments
related to metal whisker mainly focused on whiskering propensity. Methods to collect
information of the risk parameters are discussed. Error analysis for the difference of
simulation and experimental results is also provided in this chapter.

5.1

Experimental Design for Fixed Failure Risk

This experiment is especially designed to simulate the bridging failures caused
by fixed tin whiskers.
5.1.1 Experimental vehicles and conditions
The coupons used in this experiment was bright tin plated over brass since this
combination may grow more and longer whiskers in shorter period of time compared
to other combinations, according to the previous studies.

A-A
A

0.031"

0.0625"

1.0"

1.0"

Figure 5.1 Configuration of a experimental coupon
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0.0625"

0.5"

A

Ø 0.031"

0.0625"

0.0625"

The configuration of a coupon was illustrated in Figure 5.1. The length, width
and thickness were 1.0'', 0.5'' and 0.625'' respectively. There was a hole with the
diameter of 0.031'' at a corner of the coupons, which facilitated to plate pure bright tin.
The thickness of the tin finish was 5±0.8 µm.
Two coupons, separated by two insulators at the two sides, were paired
together to form an experimental set. The experimental surfaces, in which tin
whiskers developed, were the two opposite inner two surfaces of the coupons, as
shown in Figure 5.2. The size of an experimental surface was 0.5''×0.5''.

0.5''
A-A
A

A

Binding belt

Experimental surfaces

Insulator

Figure 5.2 Configuration of an experimental set
The experimental sets were divided into two categories of experimental sets:
non-conformal coated and conformal coated sets. For the coated sets, only the internal
experimental surfaces were coated. The materials of the conformal coating were
urethane and parylene. Thus there were three groups of sets: non-coated,
urethane-coated and parylene-coated sets with the sample sizes of 40, 30 and 30
respectively. The nominal thickness of the conformal coating for both urethane and
parylene was 100 µm. Different insulators were used for the non-coated and coated
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set. 75-µm-thick films were used to separate the non-coated sets and 25-µm-thick
films on the conformal coated sets. All the experimental sets were stored in
temperature/humidity (50°C/50%RH) after one week of plating.
The insulators were Kapton film of type 100NH and 300 NH, with the
thickness of 25 and 75 µm. Based on the manufacturer provided information [19], the
Kapton films will keep excellent physical, thermal, electrical, and chemical properties
in the conditions of temperature/humidity (50°C/50%RH) used in this study.
A bridging failure occurs when at least one whisker growing in an
experimental surface reaches the opposite surface. Resistance was selected as the
parameter to monitor if a bridging short occurs among the sets. An ohm meter has
been used to monitor the resistance. Without bridging, the sets were open and
resistance between the two coupons was infinity. The resistance dropped dramatically
down to less than 10 ohms when the set was bridged by some fine materials, such as
carbon fibers. A 1000-ohm resistor of was connected serially to the ohm-meter when
measuring the sets resistance in order to protect the whiskers from melting due to the
unintended large electrical current. The set will be removed if it results in a bridging
failure.
Two un-paired identical coupons for each of the three groups were also stored
in the same T/H environment in order to monitor whisker growth. Whisker growth
data has been collected from those coupons.
5.1.2 Results of the experiment
The non-coated and coated sets have been stored in the temperature/humidity
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chamber for five and four month respectively. Four measurements of whisker growth
on the non-paired reference coupons have been conducted. Lognormal and normal
distributions were still applied to fit the data for whisker length and density. The
measurement and fitting results of the non-coated sets are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Whisker growth measurement results of the non-coated sets
Duration (month)
Length
distribution:
lognormal parameters
(µm)
Maximum length (µm)
Density distribution:
normal parameters
(#/cm2)

1.5

3.0

3.5

5

m = 3.81
sd = 1.66

m = 8.05
sd = 4.37

m = 10.8
sd = 5.03

m = 13.72
sd = 6.50

10.5

24.8

30.1

35.2

m = 75
sd = 73

m = 97
sd = 71

m = 106
sd = 77

m = 121
sd = 86

Whisker growth angle was also measured and the results are presented in
Table 2.1. Step-wise uniform distribution is used to describe whisker growth angle
preference. Based on the collected data, growth angle is fitted to distribute uniformly
in three ranges: 0 to 50, 50 to 80, and 80 to 90 degree.
Table 5.2 Growth angle distribution
Angle range (°)
Percentage (%)

0~10
2.0

10~20
6.1

20~30
8.2

30~40
4.1

40~50
6.1

50~60
20.4

60~70
18.4

70~80
24.5

Based on the growth rates from 3.5 to 5 months, whisker average density and
mean length were predicted, as shown in Table 5.3. The corresponding bridging risks
at each specific time were also predicted.
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80~90
10.2

Table 5.3 Prediction of whisker growth and the corresponding bridging risk
Duration (month)
Length
distribution:
lognormal parameters (mm)
Density distribution: normal
parameters (#/cm2)
Simulation risk (%)

5
m = 13.7
sd = 6.5
m = 121
sd = 86
0.0

10
m = 23.1
sd = 9.9
m = 172
sd = 111
20.0

15
m = 32.4
sd = 12.5
m = 221
sd = 131
73.5

25
m = 51.1
sd = 16.5
m = 322
sd = 164
97.0

In the process of calculating the simulation risk with time, truncated normal
distribution has been used to guarantee whisker density always larger than zero
because for this case, the values of the average densities and standard deviations were
close to each other and the percentile of density less than zero was not negligible.
A truncated normal distribution is a normal distribution that is restricted within
a range, A ≤ x ≤ B , where A and B are the lower and upper truncation limits. A and B
can be negative or positive infinity, but not both at the same time. The truncated
probability density function (PDF) of normal distribution [12][57] can be expressed
as:

f ( x, a, b, µ ,σ ) =

φ(
σ [Φ (

x−µ

b−µ

σ

σ

)

) − Φ(

a−µ

σ

a≤ x≤b

(5.1)

)]

where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the parent normal distribution; a
and b are the lower and upper truncation limits; φ and Φ are the PDF and cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of normal distribution.
The truncated normal cumulative distribution [12][57] can be expressed in
terms of the standard normal cumulative distribution function as follows:
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F ( x, a, b, µ ,σ ) =

x−µ

Φ(

σ

b−µ

Φ(

σ

) − Φ(
) − Φ(

a−µ

σ

a−µ

σ

)

a≤ x≤b

(5.2)

)

In this case, a is zero and b is positive infinity and therefore the PDF of
Φ(

b−µ

σ

) is 1. The CDF is

F ( x, a, b, µ ,σ ) =

x−µ

Φ(

σ

) − Φ(

1 − Φ(

Φ(

−µ

σ

−µ

σ

−µ

σ

)

0≤ x<∞

(5.3)

)

For whisker density (75, 73) at 1.5 month, for example, the percentile
) from negative infinity to 0 is 0.152. Therefore, the equation is

F ( x, a, b, µ ,σ ) =

x−µ

Φ(

σ

) − 0.152

0≤ x<∞

0.848

(5.4)

In the process of generating a random number for whisker density, F is the
random number and Φ (

x−µ

σ

) is the corresponding CDF value for the non-truncated

normal distribution. The corresponding density value can be calculated using the
inversed normal distribution; and thus whisker density is always larger than zero.
Φ = 0.152 + 0.848 ⋅ F

0≤ x<∞

(5.5)

Correlation among whisker density, length and growth angle has also been
examined on the collected data. The correlation between length and growth angle was
estimated using the equation [5]:
n

rx j , xk =

∑ (x
i =1

n

ij

− x j )( xik − x k )

[∑ ( xij − x j )
i =1

2

(5.6)

n

∑(x
i =1

− xk ) ]

2 1/ 2

ik

where xj and xk are the values of length and growth angle of a whisker; n is the
number of the observed whiskers. For whiskers measured in the 5th month, the value
of correlation was –0.186, which indicates a weak relationship of whisker length and
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growth angle. Therefore, whisker length and growth angle can be considered
independent. The relationship of whisker density and growth angle is independent
since density increases with time while growth angle is independent of time. It may
not be practical to quantify the correlation value of whisker density and length since
the ways to measure these two parameters are different. Based on the previous
observation for different coupons and applications and the current data, the
relationship of density and length is still inconclusive.
As can bee seen, the prediction of both whisker growth and the bridging risks
appears large, compared to the real collected data discussed in Chapter 3. This may be
due to the inaccurate extrapolation. The period to collect whisker growth information
is within 5 month. According to the previous information collected for bright tin
plated over brass discussed in Chapter 3, whisker growth approached the saturation
point until after 18 months. Though the testing conditions were different for the two
experiments, information within a period of 5 months may not be sufficient to make
an accurate prediction.
This is situation is illustrated in Figure 5.3. If information within 5 months is
used to predict whisker growth, the prediction (dashed line) will be much larger than
the real growth; and consequently the simulation bridging risk is also over-estimated.
In order to minimize inaccurate prediction, it is recommended to update the prediction
using the newest data and use real data to estimate the current bridging risk caused by
fixed whiskers.
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0
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2
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Figure 5.3 Whisker growth with time
Whisker growth observations on the reference conformal-coated coupons have
also been conducted for four times. But the observations had some limitations. The
E-SEM was not able to observe the tin finished surface since the electrons of the
E-SEM can penetrate 5 to 10 into the coating, whereas the thickness of the conformal
coating was 100 microns. The optical microscope is also not capable since it has no
enough high magnification.
Only the conformal coating surfaces have been observed. No whiskers have
been found to penetrate the coating and no dome-shape sites have been detected. A
dome forms if a whisker in the conformal coating grows long enough and pushes the
coating towards the coating surface.
All the experimental sets have being monitored once a week to check if any
bridging shorts occurred. No bridging shorts have been detected until the 5th month
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storage period. The simulated results, obtained by inputting the information in Table
5.1 into the risk assessment algorithm, have also shown zero failure.

5.2

Experimental Design for the Free Risk

This experiment is especially designed to simulate the bridging failures
introduced by broken free whiskers.
5.2.1 Experimental vehicles
The experimental vehicle was a fine-pitch quad flat package (QFP). There
were 176 leads on the QFP with each side having 44 leads equally. The spacing
between adjacent leads was 0.242±0.014 mm. The plastic molding compounds of the
QFP were ground and polished in order to disconnect the wire bonds inside the
package to make the leads open.
Resistance between two adjacent leads was selected as the parameter to judge
if a bridging short occurs. The resistance was infinite because they were open. The
pre-completion test showed the resistance dropped down significantly from infinity to
below 100 ohms if a carbon fiber bridged the two leads. The resistance will also drop
significantly if a whisker bridging two adjacent leads. Because this was a dynamic test,
all the leads were wired and connected to the data-loggers to have the in-situ
monitoring on the resistance. The data-loggers were connected the computer to have
the data of resistance recorded automatically. The schematic of the experimental
design is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Leads

Wires

Data loggers

Computer

Figure 5.4 Conceptual configuration of experimental vehicle
The QFPs with the wiring was installed in a rectangular transparent plastic box.
The dimension of the box was 12.5×12.5×9 cm in length, width and height. Five holes
were made on the five walls. There was a hole of 10×10 cm on the top wall for
dropping broken whiskers onto the PCB. Each sidewall had a hole; three of them was
10×2 cm for facilitating the wires out of the box.
5.2.2 Design of data collection
The method to collect the information of the broken free whisker characteristic
parameters is illustrated in Figure 5.5. For each test, five copper tapes with size of 1×1
cm were used to trap deposited whiskers. One tape was laid on top of the QFP and
four tapes were laid around the QFP.
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Cu tape

QPF

Figure 5.5 Design for quantifying the characteristic parameters
Same procedure, as discussed in Chapter 3, have been used to observe and fit
the distribution for the deposited broken free whiskers. In this experiment, zinc
whiskers were uniformly controlled in the area of 6×6 cm. Whisker density on each
Cu tape was also used to check if whiskers uniformly dropped.
5.2.3 Experimental and simulation results
Totally 17 tests have been conducted and the data showed that whiskers have
been uniformly distributed. Average whisker density on the tapes was 14 #/cm2 with
the standard deviation of 3 and longest whisker found was 853 µm. Whisker mean
length was 166 µm with the standard deviation of 208. Deposition angle was
uniformly distributed. Three bridging shorts were detected among the 17 tests. The
risk was 0.176.
Simulation risk was calculated based on the information of the experimental
risk parameters and the geometric parameters. The simulation risk value was 0.693.
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There existed a large difference between the experimental and simulation results.
5.2.4 Error analysis
Contact resistance and dust appear the two main elements affecting the
experimental results. This means the data logger may not be able to detect significant
decrease of resistance given a whisker dropping in the conductor area.

Whisker
Conductor

Mold

Figure 5.6 Test design for contact resistance
A simple testing vehicle was designed to test the influence of contact
resistance. Similar to the experimental set for simulating bridging failure risk caused
by fixed whiskers as shown in Figure 5.2, two coupons, with bright tin plated over
brass, were paired together and separated by two 75-micron isolative Kapton films at
each side. Then this set was potted with resign and resign hardener. The potted sample
was polished to make the two coupon and the mold in the same plane.
Two tests using different conductors to study the influence of contact
resistance. First tests were conducted using broken zinc whiskers. Originally, the
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resistance between the two coupons is infinite. A whisker was laid on the two coupons,
as illustrated in Figure 5.6. The ohm-meter still indicated infinite resistance, which
means no electrical short occurs. Four tests have been conducted for zinc whiskers.
Each time the same phenomenon, infinite resistance, was observed. However, the
resistance dropped significantly down to the range of 5 to 10 ohms when Scotch tapes
were laid on the whiskers to make them fully contact the conductors.
The second test was conducted using carbon fibers for 10 times. Similar to the
first test, the resistance was infinity when a carbon fiber was laid on the surfaces of
the two conductors without loading. The resistance dropped significant down to the
range of 10 to 20 ohms when Scotch tapes were used to make the carbon fibers fully
contact the conductor surface.
Based on the test results, it can be seen that a bridging electrical short may not occur
due to contact resistance given a whisker physically bridges adjacent conductors.
Studies on the probability of occurrence of an electrical short, given a whisker
bridging the adjacent exposed conductors, are suggested to conduct.
Dusts may be another reason to prevent a zinc whisker from causing an
electrical short in the experiment. Average dust density was more than 1000 #/cm2,
which was much larger than the whisker density. Whiskers may drop into the
conductor area but on top of dust, which prevent a whisker from touching the
conductor surfaces.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Summary
The risk assessment algorithm developed in this dissertation is applicable to
approach the bridging failure risk posed by (tin) whiskers to the pure tin or high tin
alloy finished electronic products for the electronics industry. Though the algorithm to
assess the bridging risk posed by broken free whiskers has errors, mainly caused by
contact resistance, the concept and procedure are reasonable.
Tin whisker bridging risks are categorized into risk introduced by fixed
whiskers and risk introduced broken free whiskers. The algorithm to assess these two
categories of risks is different. The risk parameters for the two categories of risks are
also different.
It is found that distributions are good ways to describe tin whisker growth and
performance. In this study, lognormal, normal and step-wise distributions are applied
to quantify whisker length, density and growth angle. The distributions are functions
of time since the parameters of the distribution change with time when whiskers are
growing.
Growth rates of whisker mean length and average density are calculated based
on the obtained whisker growth information. Growth rates decrease with time if
whisker growth is approaching the saturation point where whiskers cease growth. For
this case, the latest growth rates can be used to predict whisker growth in mean length
and density. If whisker growth is not approaching the saturation point, interpolation
technique can be used, based on the obtain growth trend, to predict whisker growth. If
there is no apparent trend, average growth rates can be used to predict.
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It should be pointed out that tin whisker bridging failure risk is the joint
results of the risk parameters. In the previous studies, especially for bridging risk of
fixed whiskers, maximum whiskers in length was the only criterion for risk
acceptance level. But maximum whisker length itself may not represent the real risk
and this was a qualitative analysis.
The experiments can be used to simulate the bridging failure risks caused by
fixed and broken free whiskers, and collect whisker growth and characteristic data;
whereas the previous experiments focused on tin whiskering propensity. Resistance is
selected as the monitoring parameter to examine bridging. In order to conduct the
in-situ monitoring, data loggers are suggested to use in the experiment of simulating
broken free whisker bridging failure.
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Chapter 7 Contributions and Recommendations
The contributions of this research work are summarized. Recommendations to
the future work are proposed and discussed.

7.1

Contributions of This Work

Contributions of this work include:
1. Probabilistic method was applied to characterize whisker growth
2. Proposed a method to predict whisker growth
3. Developed a tin whisker bridging risk assessment methodology, which
provides the electronics industry a practical way to assess and predict tin
whisker bridging risk quantitatively for the pure tin and high tin
lead-free alloy finished products.
4. Designed and conducted the experiments to simulate tin whisker
bridging failure.
In this study, whisker density, length and growth angle were quantified in
terms of distributions. Distributions represent the group whisker growth. This is
because 1) distribution reflect whisker group-growth trend; and 2) distributions
contains the uncertainties in the measurement. As a population, individual whiskers
have different incubation period and growth rate; this make it impractical to trace
whisker growth for the individual whiskers. Also, bridging risk introduced by
whiskers is the result of the whole group but not several individual whiskers.
Distributions can describe this characterization of the group-whisker-growth. There
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exist uncertainties in measuring whisker density, length and growth angle.
Distributions reflect the measurement uncertainties in the process.
Though compressive stresses appear the driving forces of whisker growth, no
accepted model and accelerated factors available to describe and predict whisker
growth as a function of the driving forces. In this study, the known whisker growth
trends were used to predict whisker group-growth. Based on this, tin whisker bridging
risk can be predicted.
The algorithm assesses tin whisker bridging risk quantitatively; whereas the
previous studies were only qualitative analysis. Monte Carlo technique was applied to
sample whiskers and quantify the bridging risk as a function of time. This algorithm is
applicable to assess tin whisker bridging failure risk for the electronics industry.
The experiments were designed to simulate the bridging failure risk caused by
fixed and broken free whiskers; whereas the previous experiments only focused on tin
whiskering propensity. Method of data collection for broken free whiskers is provided
in the experiment design. It was found experimentally that contact resistance was the
main reason to prevent an electrical short from occurring given a whisker dropping
into the exposed conductor area.

7.2

Recommendations for the Future Work

Recommendations are proposed to design the dynamic free risk experiment
and develop risk assessment algorithms for arcing and plasma risk and contamination
risk.
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7.2.1 Probability of occurrence of an electrical short
The algorithm provides a simulation answer to the bridging failure risk caused
by broken free whiskers. However, experiments showed that there existed a larger
difference between the simulation and experimental results. Contact resistance has
been considered the main reason and proven by the testing results.
In order to obtain a more accurate simulation answer, it is recommended to
quantify the probability of occurrence of an electrical short given a whisker bridging
adjacent exposed conductors physically. This number will be used as an input data to
the algorithm to correct the final bridging simulation risk.
7.2.2 Bridging risk simulation on a real electronic system
As the first step to simulate the bridging risk caused by broken free whiskers,
non-air-exchange experiment was designed, which has been discussed in Chapter 5.
“Air-exchange” here refers to airflow flowing into and venting out the system. For an
electronic product, such as a desktop computer, air is pushed by a fan into the control
volume and then vents out. Whiskers can float with air into the computer and can also
escape out of the computer with air.
Turbulent airflow is generated inside the control volume when air is push by a
fan in the control volume. This results in the movement tacks of broken free whiskers
complex. Probability of a whisker dropping in the conductor area does not follow
uniform distribution. The floor of the control volume can be divided into several
zones. In each zone, whiskers deposition is uniformly. For example, as shown in
Figure 7.1, the floor of the control volume can be divided into six zones.
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Figure 7.1 Whisker deposition zones
The methods, described in Chapter 5, to measure whisker density, length and
deposition angle can also be applied to delineate the zones and collect data. By
measuring whisker number in each cell, whisker number distribution on the floor can
be quantified. Area of each zone is the sum of the area of the cells with similar density.
The probability of a whisker dropping on the exposed conductors is the ratio of the
conductor and zone area given this whisker falling in the zone.
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v

h

l
Figure 7.2 Maximum distance a whisker can reach
It is important to locate the zone where maximum percentage of whiskers
deposit since the exposed conductors in this zone have the highest bridging risk. If
airflow entering the control is laminar flow, the horizontal distance from the fan to the
deposition site can be estimated by

⎧h = 12 ⋅ g ⋅ t 2
⎨
⎩l = v ⋅ t

(7.1)

where h is the perpendicular height from center of the fan to the floor of the control
volume, g is gravity, t is time, l is the horizontal distance, and v is the whisker velocity
entering the control volume. The physical procedure is shown in Figure 7.2. Zones
near the site with distance l should have the largest number of deposited whiskers.
For turbulent airflow, equation 7.1 cannot be applied; but can be used as a
reference to estimate the location of the zones having largest fraction of deposited
whiskers. The real location of the zones can be detected by experiment as discussed in
Chapter 5. By comparing the detected results to the results calculated by equation 7.1,
the deviation of equation 7.1 can be obtained.
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A key factor to this experiment is the quantity of broken free whiskers. It is
critical to find a way to grow whiskers rapidly with large density and length. Chen et
al [9] reported rapid whisker growth on electrodeposited tin-manganese alloy coatings.
This growth was unique from the previously reported whisker growth on either pure
tin or other tin-based alloy electrodeposits. The incubation period was as short as a
few hours, followed by a spectacularly rapid and profuse growth. Chen’s procedure
may be applied to grow whiskers. Then the whiskers can be harvested, broken from
the tin-manganese surfaces as broken free whiskers for the experiment.
7.2.3 Risk assessment algorithm development to quantify the other two risks
There are three types of potential risks posed by tin whiskers. Bridging failure
risk assessment algorithm is developed in this study. The concepts of the algorithm
are also applicable to assess risks from arcing and plasma, and contamination.
Arcing and plasma may occur when a whisker bridges two conductors and
melts open with the applied electrical current and voltage large enough. Both fixed
and free whiskers can cause arcing and plasma. Similar to bridging shorts, arcing and
plasma also have fixed and free risk. The procedures of the algorithms for fixed and
free risk can be applied to quantify arcing and plasma risk; but the failure criteria and
the relevant parameters can be different.
Contamination is caused by free whiskers. The free risk algorithm can be
borrowed to assess contamination risk. But the failure criteria can be different.
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